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IVONA Text to Speech. IVONA voices audio demos: SAPI 4, SAPI 5, JAWS, Free voices, IVONA voices, etc. Text-to-speech voices. Text-to-Speech on the iPhone, iPod touch, and. A voice for each context from a voice bank. À la carte VoiCes or free.." "I think you don't know how exciting this was." "We have been searching for the Lazareno family for centuries."
"No one had ever been able to steal the book... but now that we know it exists... there's no reason to keep it locked away anymore." "You'll carry this with you on your journeys." "Our entire world will finally be at your fingertips." "Now that you know what the book is, the first thing you must do... is tell your family about your destiny." "♪ You were left to me ♪"
"♪ With no reason to stay ♪" "♪ Look how I've changed ♪" "♪ For I've been gone for days ♪" "♪ Is this Heaven or is this Hell?" "♪" "♪ Did I die in a dream?" "♪" "♪ Oh, did I miss my chance to cry?" "♪" "♪ And if I don't find myself ♪" "♪ Then I'm lost in a maze ♪" "♪ Did I close my eyes ♪" "♪ Or was it here all along?" "♪" "♪ Is this Heaven or is this Hell?" "♪" "♪ Can
I die ♪" "♪ From such a thrill?" "♪" "♪ Will it break my heart ♪" "♪ Or be my eternity?" "♪" "♪ Did I die in a dream?" "♪" "♪ Did I close my eyes ♪" "♪ Or was it here all along?" "♪" "♪ Is this Heaven or is this Hell?" "♪" "♪ Did I die in a dream ♪" "♪ Did I die in a dream?" "♪" "♪ Did I close my eyes ♪" "♪ Or was it here all along?" "♪" "♪ Is this Heaven or is this Hell?"
"♪" "♪ Do
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